PLOT SYNOPSIS

Act 1

Scene 1

Hansel and Gretel are the beloved children of Peter and Gertrud. Due to circumstances beyond their control, the family has become homeless and is temporarily living off the grid.

Peter had gone into town to sell brooms and other cleaning equipment in order try to better their living conditions. The children are playing and having a great time when their mother returns from an errand. She is furious that they have not done the few jobs she had left for them. She throws them out and tells them to go to the woods to pick some blueberries, saying their father will deal with them when he comes home.

When the children are gone, Gertrud bemoans the fact that she cannot do more for them. Just then, Peter returns and tells her that he has had a great day, showing her all the food he has purchased. He realizes the children are not there. When told that they have gone to the woods, he tells Gertrud of the terrible threat of the Witch of Illsenstein. The parents run to find their children.

Scene 2: The Woods

The children are having a great time, as usual, picking blueberries and flowers. Suddenly they realize that they have lost their way and that it is getting late and dark outside. In their fear of the unknown, the Sandman appears and sings to them. They become sleepy and drift off.

Intermission

Act 2

The children are sleeping peacefully when the Dew Fairy enters and awakens them gently with a song. Gretel and Hansel wake up and talk about the dreams of angels watching over them as they slept. Suddenly they realize that there is a house – or a structure made of candy in woods behind them. They hungrily decide to try a little piece of the candy when a strange voice interrupts them. When they try again the Candy Maker (Witch) appears and takes Hansel prisoner. The Witch puts a spell on them so that they cannot get away and tells of the great glee of having the opportunity to make more delicious candy out of the children.

When the Witch leaves his/her magic wand for a moment, Gretel breaks the spell on Hansel.

He/She tries to get Gretel to help with the candy oven and when he/she shows Gretel what to do, the children shove him/her into the oven, slam the door, and they are saved! When the Witch is dead, all of the other precious children, now candies, appear and their spell is broken.

Mother and Father appear to find Hansel and Gretel safe and sound. All ends happily with the family united and all of the candy children saved.
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